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The Development and Validation of a
Multiple-Choice Translation Test for ESL

College Freshmen

Adel Ibrahim El-Banna, Ph.D.
Head Department of Curriculum &
Methods of Teaching, Faculty of

Education at Kafr El-Sheikh

ABSTRACT

This research project presents the various procedures of developing and validating
a multiple-choice translation to be utilized for assessing ESL learners proficiency level
in translating literary texts from English into good Arabic and vice versa, and it could
be used for quick placement. This kind of test overcomes most of the defects inherent
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in traditional translation tests used nowadays in schools and colleges. The development
of the multiple-choice translation test had undergone different steps which can be
summarized as follows: (1) Text selection; (2) preparation of test material; (3) pilot test
administration to generate the necessary distractors from ESL candidates; (4) scoring
pilot test which was administered to 240 ESL college freshmen at two Faculties of
Education: Kafr El-Sheikh and Tanta on March 10, 1993. The purpose behind piloting
the test was to generate the necessary distractors with the aim of employing them in the
experimental forms of the multiple-choice translation test (Part I, Translation from
English into good Arabic; and part II, Translation from Arabic into good English). The
experimental forms of the test (Part I & II) were administered to 92 ESL College
Freshmen on June 6 of 1993 at Kafr El-Sheikh Faculty of Education. The purpose
behind the experimental testing was to collect item analysis data; calculate test validity;
estimate test reliability; determine translation levels and determine test optimum time
limit. The test validity was calculated through using content, validation, intrinsic validity
and item validation using Point Biserial Correlation. The test validity for part I is 0.81
and it is 0.82 for part II. The test reliability was achieved through employing Guttman's
equation. The reliability of Part I of the test is 0.66 whereas the test reliability of Part
II is 0.67 The reliability of test items was achieved through using Point Biserial
Correlation.

111

In conclusion, the test validity, test reliability and test item analysis data show
that the test (Part I & 11) as a whole provides good assessment of ESL learners,
translation ability (15 Tables are included)
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INTRODUCTION

Schools and colleges are among the largest test users in the world (Strenio,

1981). The classification of candidates with reference to their skill to benefit from

different sorts of instruction, the selection of candidates for placement into specialized

sections, are among the many uses of language tests.

Nevertheless, some schools and colleges seem to have overlooked, for quite some

time now, the significance of measuring candidates prior to admission into certain

sections with valid and reliable language tests.

The problem of ignoring the significance of measuring the language proficiency

of ESL candidates has become increasingly evident since the seventies. The same applies

to measuring ESL learners translation level. Remarkable deterioration in the standard of

ESL college freshmen in some English sections translate sentences or passages from

English into good Arabic and vice versa is quite obvious.

It appears that todate no one-as far as this researcher is acquainted-has attempted

to find a solution for this state of affairs. Most chairpersons in some faculties have not

been able to deal successfully with this critical problem because valid and reliable

translation tests have yet to be specifically developed to measure ESL candidates' ability

in converting literary sentences or passages into good English and vice versa.

To this researcher's knowledge, no one has ever attempted to develop a multiple-

choice translation test to help assess ESL learners in this skill. Clearly, it is the
2



responsibility of staff members to design language tests, especially valid and reliable

translation tests for this population.

For many years, this researcher taught and supervised many groups of ESL

learners in prep and secondary schools. These ESL candidates were not found to be

proficient in translating sentences or passages into good Arabic or into good English.

The problem is that these ESL learners were admitted to the English section solely on

the basis of scores obtained on the final secondary school leaving examination, viz, the

General Secondary Education Certificate Examination. These GSECE tests, particularly

the translation tests are not, by any means valid, or reliable or even practical measuring

instruments for assessing ESL candidates skill in translation.

In this respect, Anastasi (1982); Maculaitis (1982); Thorndike and Hagen (1977);

Allen and Alan Davies (1977) and Gronlund (1971) concur that good tests, i.e., accurate

and adequate measuring instruments, should possess three basic characteristics: validity,

reliability and practicality.

From the previous discussion, it would seem that a proper and uniform evaluation

of ESL learners' translation skill in some Faculties of Education is lacking. Two reasons

for this problematical state of affairs are:

a. There is a non-availability of foreign/second language translation tests that have

been designed to assess foreign/second language candidates' skill in translation

with some degree of accuracy; and

b. the departmental tests of translation do not attempt to sample ESL learners' skill

in actually translating English sentences or passages into good Arabic and vice
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versa. It appears that these tests never tap ESL learners' English language

background or cover a variety of every day life activities or real-life situations.

It is evident that there are many factors involved in this critical problem, the

present research work will only study the problem of lack of good translation measures

for college freshman particularly, for candidates of the Department of English.

When discussing the question of specific types of assessment and evaluation

instruments used to measure second language learners, Plakos (1971, p. 29) found that

a clear need exists to design and norm instruments to those students who are not able to

function competitively in the English language.

Baechers (1973) points out that "such a fast changing environment requires new

instruments and new procedures of educational measurement, assessment and

evaluation ".

It is not difficult to imagine the inevitable consequences of this critical problem

upon ESL learners themselves: improper placement, ineffective and uninformative

diagnosis of strengths and weakness in the language skill areas, and in general in

appropriate instruction.

The apparent consequences of this state of affairs is a general feeling of failure

and frustration which takes the form of low achievement in translation and low

educational standards. There is a clear need to develop a valid and reliable test to assess

ESL learners translation skill.



Need for the study:

The need for such a research project was motivated by:

a. The inadequate testing as well as the little attention given to measuring the

translation skill of the growing numbers of candidates who would like to join the

English Department in the Faculties of Education.

Translation has its own functions, techniques as well as its own evaluation

system. Thus, one sees that although the problem of assessing the translation skill

of ESL learners is urgent and indeed fundamental, most lecturers and professors

of English do not recognize it as such. There is a clear need for assessing these

candidates skill in translation so as to avoid disappointing results in the future.

b. The absence of valid and reliable measuring instruments to assess ESL

candidates' translation skill, is apparent at alnwst every academic level. In this

concern, Allen and Alan Davies (1977, p. 6) maintain that "Language tests are

often spoken of as through there were an abundant supply available. The number

of published tests, however, is limited".

To add, the review of literature indicated that there is a clear need for

constructing more valid, reliable and practical English language tests with

particular emphasis on good translation tests.

Maculaitis (1978, p.4) confirms that much has been written about standardized

tests designed for native speakers, and a review of such literature reveals a

dearth of language measuring instruments developmed to measure both the

language skills and proficiencies of non-native speakers.

c. Faculties of Education as teacher certifying institutions are in a position to

require a specific level of English language skills on the part of their candidates,
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the proposed translation test, Tanta University Multiple-Choice Translation Test

for ESL College. Freshmen may se.- ve as a means to having the highest standard

in English accepted to the English Department in some Faculties of education.

Purpose of study:

This study is intended as a quasi-experimental research work' and its purpose is

to develop a translation test to measure ESL learners' proficiency levels in translation

by employing a currently used technique of foreign/second language testing, that is, the

semi-integrative procedure using four choice-multiple-choice items. Marshall and Hales

(1972) maintain that the multiple-choice format is the most flexible and versatile of all

proficiency type exams.

In brief, two main aims are set forth in developing this research work. The first

aim is to develop a multiple-choice translation test for ESL college Freshmen whereas

the second aim is to examine the statistical characteristics of the measuring instrument

under construction.

Allen and Alan Davis (1977) consider the construction
of a test as an experiment in which relevant experi-
mental methods are used, and the statistical tech-
niques applied. Testing, retesting and analyzing of
the test results become the carrying out of the
experiment and the final validation of the test,
becomes, as it were, the test of the test experiment.

6



Research questions:

Since the main objective of this research work is to develop a multiple choice

translation measuring instrument, the main research questions will deal with determining

the statistical characteristics of this instrument. Specifically speaking, the following

research questions are raised:

1. Is the test (Part I as welt as Part II) a valid measure of ESL learners' translation

skill?

2. Is the test (Part 1 as well as Part II) a reliable measure of ESL learners'

translation skill?

3. Is the test (Part I and Part II) as a whole a valid and reliable measure of

translation skill.

Text selection:

The first step in constructing such a test is to select the sentences) and the

passage(s) to be used.

The general technique to assess ESL learners' translation skill consists of

presenting literary sentences or passages to be converted into good Arabic or vice-versa.

The task of locating appropriate literary sentences or passages that were interesting and

represent some real life situations was quite time consuming. Sentences and passages

were selected from "Everybody's Conversational English" by Mahmoud Ezzat (1967).2

The sentences or passages, for the most part, were informative and covered a wide range

2 Mahmoud Ezzat is the author of a number of books in
English language learning. He is also the author of
"Everybody's English for Arabs" and "Everybody's
English Grammar".
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of daily life situations and activities such as modes of address, going abroad, in town,

shopping, some every day life activities, health, sports, amusement, people and society

and news and politics.

Length of test sentences) and passage(s):

One significant consideration in a research work such as the present one is the

amount of student time required for testing. The sentence(s) or passage (s) used in part

I as well as those utilized in part II were appropriate in length. Therefore, they could

not be so long as to be prohibitive for assessment purposes.

Difficulty level:

The translation test was designed for ESL college freshmen, candidates of the

Department of English, therefore, the sentence(s) as well as the passage(s) had to he

included which were easy enough for the poorest interpreters and difficult enough for

the best interpreters. To insure that the sentence(s) and the passage(s) used were these

of appropriate difficulty level in terms of vocabulary and structural level, they were

submitted to a committee of language experts3 to determine the appropriateness of the

difficulty level of the chosen sentence(s) and passage(s) for college freshmen. The

sentences and the passages were found appropriate for the grade level. However, some

of them were revised and adapted according to the committee's recommendation. In this

3 Ahmed A. Thabet, Ph.D. EFL/ESL Expert. Tanta Universi-
ty, Faculty of Arts; Said El-Gohary, Ph.D. EFL/ESL
Expert. Tanta University, Faculty of Arts; Mostafa A
Badr, Ph.D. EFL/ESL Expert. Tanta University, Faculty
of Education, Hany Azer, Ph.D. EFL/ESL. Tanta Univer-
sity, Faculty of Arts. Nabils Abd El-Fatah, Ph.D.
EFL/ESL Expert. Tanta University, Faculty of Education
at Kafr El-Sheikh.
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case subjective judgement was used until data from the field testing ciuld provide

difficulty indices which would indicate the appropriateness of the test items for ESL

learners at this level.

The experts t -td the sentences as well as the passages, commented on poor

passages, and r, ,uggestions for the adaptation of some passages.

Both test sentences and test passages were then revised and some were eliminated

in the light of the suggestions offered by the team of experts. Fifteen sentences/passages

of the original fifty five passages selected for translation from English into good Arabic

were eliminated and ten sentences/passages of the original 55 chosen for translation from

Arabic into good English) were omitted for some of then' were found to be easy and

others were too difficult. Finally, the passages were assembled into Tanta University

Multiple-Choice Translation Test for College Freshmen, Part I and Part Iii. (See Table

1 & 2).

4 See Appendix A for part I; see
also appendix A for part II.
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Table 1: Specifications of the Try-out Form (Part I) of Tanta University Trans la-

tion Test for ESL College Freshmen.

No. Areas tested Item Numbers Total

1 Some Modes of Address 1, 2, 3, 34 4

2 Travelling 4, 5, 6, 35, 36, 37, 38 7

3 In Town 7, 8, 9, 10, 30 5

4 Shopping 11, 12, 15 3

5 Some Everyday Life Activities 13, 14, 22, 23 4

6 Health 17, 18, 19, 20 4

7 Sports 21, 25 2

8 Amusement 24, 26, 27, 28 4

9 People and Society 29, 31, 40 3

10 News and politics 16, 30, 32, 33 4

Total 40

10
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Table 2: Specifications of the Try-out Form (Part II) of Tanta University Trans la-

tion Test for ESL College Freshmen.

No. Areas tested Item Numbers Total

1 Some Modes of Address 1, 2, 3, 34 4

2 Travelling 5, 6, 7, 8, 43, 44 6

3 In Town 9, 10, 11, 12, 45 5

4 Shopping 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22 7

5 Some Everyday Life Activities 16, 17, 18 3

6 Health 23, 24, 25 3

7 Sports 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 5

8 Amusement 31, 32, 33, 34 4

9 People and Society 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 6

10 News and politics 41, 42 2

Total 45

Test Directions:

Since most ESL learners taking any test are working under certain mental

pressure, it is significant that all directions and specific instructions are clearly written

and that examples are provided. Recommendations given by Heaton (1975, p. 160) and

Marshall and Hales, (1972 p. 15) were taken into account when writing test directions

and instructions. This researcher used brief, clear directions, simple to understand and

free from possible ambiguities.

11
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Time Limit of Test:

Suggestions provided by Heaton (1975) concerning time limit of the test were

taken into consideration. However, the examinees were encouraged to work on the test

and were told that the aim behind the test was not for grading them but rather for testing

the test. The subjects were given ample time to finish the test since our purpose is to get

the distractors from the subject themselves with the aim of using these distractors in the

development of the field test, namely the multiple choice translation test under

consideration.

In addition, the time required for 90 percent of the examinees to finish the test

will be used as the basis for determining optimum time limit for the final test.

Preparathn of Test Material:

After the sentences as well as the passages had been assigned to either part I or

II of the translation test, complete directions and one sample item were presented at the

beginning of each part of the test. Blank spaces of about three lines for ESL candidates

to write on were provided to assist the subject in writing their responses to the test

items.

Since no information pertinent to the difficulty of the test items was yet available,

there was no way to arrange test items in order of difficulty. These data would be

available after the try-out test administration and could be utilized for arranging items

in the final form.



Sample:

On March 10 of 1993, the two parts of the test (Part I, Translation from English

into good Arabic; and Part II, Translation from Arabic into good English) were

administered to 240 ESL college freshmen males and females at two Faculties of

Education: Kafr El-Sheikh and Tanta who were available on the day of test administra-

tion. The two parts were randomly assigned to the subjects. So approximately 120

subjects took each part. The subjects are currently enrolled and studying English as a

second language in their colleges at Tanta and at Kafr El-Sheikh, in addition, the

students in the sample group have studied English as a foreign language in Egyptian

government schools for six years and their ages range from 17-19 years old.

Pilot Test Administration:

The purpose behind piloting the test is to find out information about any problems

related to the sentences and the passages utilized in the test and to generate the

distractors from the candidates themselves with the aim of employing these distractors

in the development of the field test under study namely Tanta University Translation

Test for ESL College Freshmen. Before the try-out test was administered to 240 ESL

candidates, males and females in two Faculties of Education, Kafr El-Sheikh and Tanta

on March 10, 1993, the author introduced the idea of a "new kind of test," that is, a

multiple-choice translation test. The participants were encouraged to work on the test,

were given ample time to finish the test, and were told that the purpose behind the test

was not for grading them but rather for testing the test itself. It would seem necessary,

however, to mention that this test was not a speed test but rather it was a power test that

should have no time limit.

13 Jr.



Scoring:

The try-out test (see Appendix A) was scored by this author. This preliminary

test (Part I and Part II) in fact, was administered to get the previously stated information

about the test itself. Since the urgent purpose was to obtain the distractors necessary for

the field test, the author did not assign any grades or points to the subjects' performance

or responses.

The author decided to utilize the most commonly committed mistakes by subjects

in the development of test items. It was accepted that distractors should be selected by

the subjects. If a distractor is not selected by any one, it makes no contribution to the

functioning of the item and should be eliminated or revised (Gronlund, 1971, pp. 188-

189).

In other words, distractors must be familiar to the subjects before they can serve

as reasonable choices. That is why this author preferred to generate these distractors

from the subjects themselves and not to rely on some artificially made up distractors.

The quickest method was to administer the blank forms of the test and to tabulate the

errors which occur most frequently. This provides a series of incorrect responses which

are especially plausible for they are in the language of the subjects.

Final Format of Test:

From the frequent errors or incorrect responses made by the subjects, the

distractors were selected. Three distractors from the most frequent to the less frequent

incorrect responses were chosen, and the fourth alternative was the correct response.

14
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In this concern, it would seem significant to mention that 10 items of the original

40 items selected for Part I of the test (Translation from English into good Arabic) were

eliminated and 15 items of the original 45 chosen for part II of the test (Translation from

Arabic into good English) were also omitted because some of them were too simple and

others were too difficult, viz, the whole sample either got the item correct or got it

incorrect.

Finally, the items were assembled into the two parts (I & II) of Tanta University

Multiple-Choice Translation Test (See Table 3, 4 and 5).

Experimental Test Administration:

Tanta University Translation Test was administered to 92 college freshmen at

Kafr El-Sheikh Faculty of Education on June 6 of 1993. The purpose of this test

administration was to: (1) collect item analysis data as that unsatisfactory items could be

identified and discarded or revised for use on the final test; (2) calculate the test validity;

(3) estimate the test reliability; (4) determine levels of proficiency; and (5) determine the

optimum time for the test.

X17



Table 3: Specifications of the Final Form (Part I) of Tanta University Multiple-

Choice Translation Test for ESL College Freshmen.

No. Areas Tested Item Numbers Total

1 Some Modes of Address 1, 2

2 Travelling 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 6

3 In Town 9, 10, 11, 12 4

4 Shopping 13, 14 2

5 Some Everyday Life Activities 15, 16 2

6 Health 17, 18, 19 3

7 Sports 20, 21 2

8 Amusement 22, 23 2

9 People and Society 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 5

10 News and politics 29, 30 2

Total 30

16
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Table 4: Specifications of the Final Form (Part II) of Tanta University Multiple-

Choice Translation Test for ESL College Freshmen.

No. Areas Tested Item Numbers Total

1 Some Modes of Address 1, 2, 3

2 Travelling 4, 5, 6 3

3 In Town 7, 8, 9, 10 4

4 Shopping 11, 12 2

5 Some Everyday Life Activities 13, 14 2

6 Health 15, 16, 17 3

7 Sports 18, 19, 20 3

8 Amusement 21, 22, 23, 24 4

9 People and Society 25, 26, 27, 28 4

10 News and politics 29, 30 2

Total 30

17



Table 5: Tanta University Translation Multiple-Choice Test for ESL College

Freshmen (Total of Items).

No. Areas Tested Total

1 Some Modes of Address 5

2 Travelling 9

3 In Town 8

4 Shopping 4

5 Some Everyday Life Activities 4

6 Health 6

7 Sports 5

8 Amusement 6

9 People and Society 9

10 News and politics 4

Total 60

Scoring of the Test:

Since there are no computer facilities for the handling of the test data, candidates

responses to the test items were recorded on separate answer sheets (See Appendix B)

which was then scored by this author using a punched answer key.

18 20



I. Item Analysis:

a. Item DiL Acuity:

To determine the appropriateness of the test items for ESL candidates difficulty

indices were calculated for each item using the following formula: D = R/N (Marshall

and Hales, 1972, p. 78). Accordingly, the difficulty index for each item is shown in

Tables 6 and 7. As a whole, the test items (Part I & II) were found to be of appropriate

difficulty as shown in Tables 6 and 7. It seems necessary to point out that Ebel (1965,

pp. 55-58) and Lindquist (1951, pp. 20-24). Indicated that items of appropriate difficulty

are those with difficulty indices ranging from .30 to .70. See Tables 6 and 7. It is

recommended, however, that the starred items in Tables 6 and 7 be polished and revised

because of their difficulty.

Table 6: Difficulty Indices for Part I of Tanta University Multiple-choice

Translation Test for ESL College Freshmen.

Item No. Difficulty Index Item No. Difficulty Index

1 .70 16 .88*

2 .45 17 .72

3 .69 18 .65

4 .29 19 .20

5 .58 20 .51

6 .75 21 .65

7 .73 22 .90*

8 .92* 23 .70

9 .90* 24 .36

10 .90* 25 .76

11 .71 26 .58

12 .66 27 .53

13 .83 28 .62

14 .49 29 .58

15 .47 30 .80

* The item has to be revised.

19
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Table 7: Difficulty Indices for Part II of Tanta University Multiple-choice

Translation Test for ESL College Freshmen.

Item No. Difficulty

Index

Item No. Difficulty

Index

1 .57 16 .59

2 .53 17 .63

3 .39 18 .72*

4 .37 19 .39

5 .71* 20 .70

6 .90* 21 .63

7 .61 22 .32

8 .72 23 .70

9 .57 24 .37

10 .63 25 .59

11 .39 26 .33

12 .50 27 .53

13 .41 28 .76*

14 .44 29 .61

15 .18* 30 .70
_ . . . . .

e item has to be revised.

b. Item Discrimination:

Consideration was also given to the items, discriminating power. Generally, the

better items display positive high discriminating power, that is, students with high total

scores answer the items correctly. Index of discrimination was calculated by using the

following equation:

D = Ru/Nu - RL/NL

D = (Ru RL)/Nu

(Marshall and Hales, 1972, p. 82)

On the basis of applying the above equation, results from the item analysis are

shown in Tables 8 and 9.

20
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Table 8: Discrimination Indices of Part I of Tanta University Multiple-Choice

Translation Test.

Item No. Discrimination Index Item No. Discrimination Index

1 .64 16 .19*

2 .46 17 .40

3 .29 18 .46

4 .38 1.9 .39

5 .43 20 .48

6 .19* 21 .37

7 .28 22 .17*

8 .18* 23 .55

9 .26 24 .53

10 .16* 25 .38

11 .29 26 .23

12 .33 27 .21

13 .63 28 .57

14 .54 29 .61

15 .46 30 .35

21
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Table 9: Discrimination Indices of Part II of Tanta University Multiple choice

Test.

Item No. Discrimination Index Item No. Discrimination

Index

1 .38 16 .47

2 .36 17 .53

3 .43 18 .35

4 .64 19 .51

5 .49 20 .45

6 .18* 21 .50

7 .39 22 .49

8 .15* 23 .35

9 .33 24 .47

10 .64 25 .53

11 .38 26 .61

12 .50 27 .51

13 .46 28 .17*

14 .64 29 .17*

15 .18* 30 .34

e hasitem as o e revised.

From Tables 8 and 9, the test items are found to be of appropriate discriminating

power. Marshall and Hales (1972, p. 83) maintains that items with discriminating indices

between .20 and .40 are of some value in discrimination between examinees. Items with

22
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indices between .40 and .60 are good discriminations. Those with indices above .60 are

unusually good. This researcher, however, is not completely satisfied with the

discriminating power of the starred items in Tables 8 and 9. They have to be revised

before the test is administered to any population because it is wasteful to throw away the

work that has already been done on the items.

Test Validity:

The validity of the test (Part I and II) was estimated through the use of different

procedures.

a. Content Validity:

To provide some evidence of the appropriateness of the test items for assessing

ESL candidates translation ability, the test sentences and passages were submitted to a

team of language experts for analysis. Further, directions for the test were very specific

and a sample item was provided to insure that examinees understood the test directions.

The data obtained from the experimental testing provided additional evidence of

the validity of the test. On the basis of experimental testing, difficulty indices were

calculated for each test item. The items were shown to be of appropriate difficulty for

the student population (See Tables 6 & 7).

b. Intrinsic validity:

A second procedure was utilized to ensure the test validity. This is referred to as

the intrinsic validity (El-Sayed, F., 1979, p. 553). The reliability coefficient of the test,

23
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I

part I was .66, hence the intrinsic validity is .81 whereas the reliability coefficient of the

test, part II was .67. Hence, the intrinsic validity is .82.

In addition, a third procedure was employed to ensure the validity of the test. It

was using Point Biserial Correlation (El-Sayed, F., 1979, p. 640) as indicated in Tables

10 and 11.

Table 10: Item Validation Using Point Biserial Correlation for Part I of the Test.

Item No. Discrimination Index Item No. Discrimination

Index

1 .53* 16 .20

2 .39* 17 .22

3 .26* 18 .45*

4 .24* 19 .53*

5 .44* 20 .49*

6 .22 21 .57*

7 .25* 22 .56*

8 .36* 23 .51*

9 .47* 24 .38*

10 .21 25 .45*

11 .41* 26 .21

12 .44* 27 .23*

13 .5(3* 28 .52*

14 .60* 29 .39*

15 .42* 30 .61*

* Significant at the 0.05 level.
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Table 11: Item Validation Using Point Biserial Correlation for Part II of the Test

Item No. Discrimination Index Item No. Discrimination

Index

1 .38* 16 .424'

2 .37* 17 .37*

3 .23* 18 .52*

4 .61* 19 .44*

5 .46* 20 .58*

6 .22 21 .46*

7 .41* 22 .32*

8 .20 23 .44*

9 .34* 24 .52*

10 .45* 25 .39*

11 .40* 23 .77*

12 .56* 27 .60*

13 .45* 28 .20

14 .49* 29 .22

15 .21 30 .58*

* Significant at the 0.05 level.

It would seem necessary to point out that insignificant test items in Tables 10 and

11 need some sort of polishing and revision. However, the results indicate that the test

is a valid measure of ESL candidates translation ability.

Test Reliability:

Since it was not feasible in this research project to administer the same parts of

the experimental tests twice, the reliability coefficient reported is based on one

administration of one form of the test. Therefore, the reliability was determined through

the use of Guttman's equation (El-Sayed, F. 1979, p. 530).

I
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a

Applying The above mentioned formula, the researcher found that the reliability

of part I of the 'test equals 0.66 which is a respectable and reasonable value for such kind

of test. The reliability of part II of the test is 0.67 which is also a reasonable value for

this new type of test. To add, the reliability of the two parts of the test indicates that the

test provides good assessment of the translation skill.

In adddition, the test items' reliability for parts I and II were also calculated using

Modal Probability (El-Sayed, F. 1979, p. 650) as shown in Tables 12 and 13.

Table 12: Item Reliability for Part I of Tanta University Multiple-choice Translation

Test.

Item No. r Item No. r

1 .35* 16 .53*

2 .36* 17 .47*

3 .48* 18 .36*

4 .55* 19 .48*

5 .43* 20 .49*

6 .48* 21 .45*

7 .29* 22 .71*

8 .51* 23 .62*

9 .29* 24 .56*

10 .48* 25 .60*

11 .48* 26 .56*

12 .60* 27 .37*

13 .46* 28 .46*

14 .42* 29 .23*

15 .77* 30 .34*

. v.) icvc4.
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Table 13: Item Reliability for Part II of Tanta University Multiple-choice Trans la-

tion Test.

Item No. r. Item No. r.

1 .31* 16 .62*

2 .45* 17 .44*

3 .40* 18 .45*

4 .64* 19 .75*

5 .33* 20 .39*

6 .36* 21 .46*

7 .58* 22 .56*

8 .49* 23 .49*

9 .56* 24 .55*

10 .71* 25 .29*

11 .53* 26 .67*

12 .46* 27 .28*

13 .62* 28 .56*

14 .34* 29 .23*

15 .42* 30 .60*

* Significant at t eve

Determining Proficiency levels:

As was made clear earlier, one objective of this study was to employ the

experimental test administration and test results to serve as a basis for determining the

different levels of proficiency in translation, that is, beginner intermediate/and advanced,

achieved on the test.

To identify these levels, the following procedures were followed:

a. Z Score = (Raw Score - Mean)/SD

b. T = 10Z + 50

(El-Sayed, F. 1979, pp. 198-202 and 198-202)
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The results of these statistical analyses are shown in Table 14 for Part I of test

and Table 15 for Part II.

Table 14: Distribution of Raw Scores and Their Equivalence to T-scores for part I

(Translation from English into Arabic).

Raw

Scores

T-

scores

Raw

Scores

T-

scores

Raw

Scores

T-

scores

3 23 8 44 10 53

4 27 8 44 11 57

5 31 8 44 11 57

5 31 8 44 11 57

6 36 9 49* 12 62**

6 36 9 49 12 62

6 36 9 49 12 62

6 36 9 49 12 62

6 36 9 49 12 62

7 40 10 53 13 66

7 40 10 53 13 16

7 40 10 53 13 16

8 44 10 53 13 16

8 44 10 53 13 66

8 44 10 53 14 70***

14 70

**
***

Indicates a beginner level in ran as ion.
Indicates an intermediate level in translation.
Indicates and advanced level in translation.
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Table 15: Distribution of Raw Scores and Their Equivalence to T-scores for part II

(Translation from English into Arabic).

Raw

Scores

T-scores Raw

Scores

T-scores Raw

Scores

T-scores

3 25 12 46 16 55***

4 29 12 46 16 55

6 32 12 46 16 55

6 32 12 46 16 55

8 36 12 46 17 58

8 36 13 48 17 58

9 39* 13 48 17 58

10 41 13 48 17 58

11 44 14 51 17 58

11 44 14 51 18 60

11 44 14 51 18 60

11 44 14 51 20 65

11 44 15 53 21 67

11 44 15 53 21 67

12 46** 15 53 23 72

23 72

*

**

***

Indicates a beginner level in tranlastion.

Indicates an intermediate level in translation.

Indicates and advances level in translation.

In accordance with the data shown in Tables 14 and 15, the raw scores were

divided into three different levels representing three levels of proficiency on Tanta

University Multiple-Choice Translation Test under study.
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To clarify, it was decided that an ESL learner who earns raw scores ranging from

3 to 8 in Part I and 3 to 11 in Part II will be placed in a beginner level of proficiency,

raw scores ranging from 9 to 11 in Part I and 12 to 15 in Part II represent an

intermediate level whereas raw scores ranging from 12 to 14 in Part I and 16 to 23 in

Part II indicate an advanced level. Stars are placed on Tables 14 and 15 to illustrate

these three levels.

In closing, since this test was basically developed for ESL college freshmen,

candidates of the English Departments, an advanced level of proficiency seems to be a

must for admission to these specialized sections. An advanced level might guarantee that

a candidate would perform well in all English-medium classrooms.

Optimum Time Limit:

Tanta University Multiple-choice Translation Test for ESL College Freshmen

(Part I and Part II) was administered in two fifty-minutes sessions. However, optimum

time limit for use on the final forms of Part I and Part II of the test was based on

calculations of the time it took 90 percent (Harris, 1969 and Heaton, 1975) of the

examinees to complete each part during the testing sessions. Ninety percent of the

examinees completed the entire test parts I and II in about 80 minutes. This author set

90 minutes for the 60 items of Tanta University Multiple-choice Translation Test,

including 10 minutes for working on the sample exercise provided and answering any

questions asked by the examinees.

A Final Word:

Tanta University Multiple-choice Translation Test seems to have good potential

as a translation measure. A caution to keep in mind is that constructing a MC

Translation Test is a considerably more complicated procedure than constructing an

open-ended translation test. A multiple-choice translation test requires pretesting with an
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open-ended task to generate distractors. It is necessary to pretest the multiple-choice

version to check item difficulty and discrimination. However, once a valid and reliable

multiple-choice translation test is obtained, the time involved in administering and

scoring the test should be less. A multiple-choice translation test can be easily hand

scored or computer scored. However, since the difficulty indices and validity of some

items in part I and others in part II are questioned, this researcher decided to eliminate

them. These items were: 6, 10, 16, 17 and 26 in part I and items 6, 8, 15, 28 and 29

in part II. A revised form of both parts of test is available in Appendix (C) in this

volume. Hence, the total items of both parts will be 50 instead of 60. In addition, the

time allotted for these two parts is 80 minutes instead of 90.
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Tanta University Translation Test
For ESL College Freshnien

Part I

General Directions:
1- Turn this page when the examiner tells you to do so. This test consists

of 40 items and requires no definite working time.
2- Read the directions which are printed at the beginning of the test

carefully, and proceed at once to translate the sentences as well as the
passages into good Arabic.

3- Translate the sentences/passages very accurately in the blanks provided
in your test booklet.

4- No questions may be asked after the examination has begun.
5- Do not talk to any one during the test.
6- If you make a mistake or wish to change an answer be sure to cross out

your first translation and then give you new correct answer.

Do not turn this page until you are kindly told to do so.

When you are told to turn the page, read the directions and then go
on to the questions.
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1

TRANSLATION TEST
Part I

Directions:

This is a test to show how well you can translate prose

sentences(s) or passage(s) from English into good Arabic. You

should read the sentence(s) or passages(s) very carefully and then

try to translate them into good Arabic as shown in the example

given below.

Example:

1. Yesterday evening, I went to Cairo to watch "Hamlet".

Correct answer:
.c.i1.4tia J.4)11.11 Lfli 0,64i

Translate all the sentences of this test in this manner.

Give only one translation for each question.
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Translate into good Arabic.

1. Thanks very much for showing me around. I'm really much obliged.

2. I'm so sorry, sir. Please don't hate me. I was a bit nervous.

3. May I give you a hand? Yes, please, I'd be grateful.

4. Have you ever been abroad? No, but I will be going to the States on a
government mission.

5. Have you finished with passport formalities? Yes, I have.

6. What is you mother tongue? Arabic.

Are you a foreigner? I am Egyptian.

7. The Capital is entirely covered by an extensive network of public means of
transportation.

S. Indicate your name, nationality, permanent address, place, and dat of
birth, and sign.

9. I would like to go downtown. Which bus should I take?

10. Does this train go to Tanta? No, but you can transfer at Desouk. There, you
catch train No. 33 which goes right there.

11. Good afternoon, sir. May I go through the list of newly-published books?
Sure. Here it is.

12. I need an English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionary. Take "Al-Mawrid"
Dictionary. It is tie best in my opinion.

13.Take a look at the clock. It is almost half-past nine a.m. Did you go to bed
late last night? Yes, I did.

14. The table is set. May I trouble you for a glass of water? You drink like a
fish.

15. Good evening. I would like to buy a good watch at a moderate price. I have
a modern selection of electric watches.

-) 4
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16. Nuclear and atomic wars would destroy the victor and the conquered alike.
Through peaceful co-existence, peaceful East-West relations can be
developed.

17. I've been told you are going to see you doctor! Don't you feel well? I feel
somewhat under the weather.

18. Usually, after an illness the patient suffers weakness. Therefore, during
convalescence, one must get nourishment and enough rest.

19. In the hospital there are fixed visiting hours to enable the patients
receive their families.

20. I select a good number of exercises to develop the muscles in the arms,
legs, abdomen, neck and chest.

21. The goal keeper fell on his arm. He seems to be seriously wounded.

22. The traffic policeman has written down our car license number. We will
have to pay a fine.

23. Could you give me some good instructions about photography?

24. In the summer, open-air movies and theaters are nice places for
entertainment.

25. What is your favourite hobby? Painting. I am a first-class painter.

26. After the second act, there will be an intermission of 15 minutes. Fine, we
may go then to the cafeteria.

27. Many rehearsals preceed the show.That is why the performance and
movements of the actors and actresses are good.

28. Look! The river bank here is most suitable for fishing. Don't we need a
license to fish here? No.

29. We would like or remind our listeners that the news in English will be
broadcasted at 8:30 p.m., Cairo time.

30. Today, there will be a slight drop in temperature. Good, I have been
perspiring very much.

2
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31. People should all strive to be good. Evil is obvious and so is goodness. We
have to choose our own way.

32. In upper Egypt, there are great temples of the pharaohs, numerous
monuments and obelisks.

33. Leaders of rival nations have to exert much effort for the sake of peace.

34. Allow me to congratulate you on your success. Oh, thank you so much.

35. Have you anything to declare? I have only my personal belonging.

36. I intend to travel by air since it is very convenient. Every airline has its own
booking office in town.

37. We can change money at airport bank. Pd like to exchange some U.S.
Dollars. Please. you 're welcome, sir!

38. The stewardess is you service all the way. Press the button if you want to
call her.

39. A practical system has been applied to do away with conductors in the
Cairo underground.

40. It is too cold this morning. Don't take a hot shower. I don't like winter at
all.

End of Test
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Appendix B
Experimental Parts (I & II) of Tanta university Multiple-

Choice Test for ESL College Freshmen.

Answer Sheet.

Answer Key.
IS, 71.M.M.M..1110,...t
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Tanta University Multiple-Choice Translation Test
for ESL College Freshmen

General Directions:
This test consists of 60 items and requires approximately 90 minutes of
working time. This test has two basic parts (I & II), the first part
assesses you ability in translating sentences(s) from English into Arabic
whereas part two is concerned with assessing your ability in translating
sentence(s) from Arabic into English.

2- Read the directions which are printed at the beginning of each part very
carefidly, and proceed at one to translate the sentences into good Arabic
or good English. Do not spend too much time on any one item. There is
a time limit for each item.

3- No questions may be asked after the examination has begun.

4- Do not talk to any one during the test.

5- You must mark all your answers on the separate answer sheet you have
been given by putting a circle around the same letter (a, b, c, d) as the
answer you have chosen.

6- Mark only one answer for each question.
7- If you make a mistake for wish to change an answer be sure to cross out

your first circle and then put another circle around the letter you prefer
to give as your correct translation.

keno not turn this page until are kindly told to do so.

When you are told to turn the page, read the directions and then go on to the

questions.
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Translation Test
Part I

(45 Minutes)

Directions:

This is part I of the translation test. It shows how well you can translate

some prose sentences from English into good Arabic. This test consists of 30

items and requires approximately 45 minutes of workir,g time. You should read

the sentences very carefully and then try to choose the best translation for each

sentence(s). Be sure to circle your answers nicely and carefully on your answer

sheet. The sample exercise below shows you how to make your answers on the

answer sheet.

Sample Exercise:

1. May I give you a hand? Yes, please, I'd be grateful.

.L-11.1 I _ALI a3Si Lam, .o.1.1 ()A ..2t3 3C4.11 (.:}A jte _

:i.3S1 .3.,x3 ji x3 51.1L t- i .1.4531 _

411 I _Aittt TLICA-4A42 yr i VIIALC.) Ls-.11S.41-4

ji e. .1.11 4.5.1 _

(.5) 4.ri ;y441

1,45 (..)) jell L5.4 (l cf_,.:,,35 Ls.s3.3

s ,,,i; :114)4 jt.ii&N1 *It ;;1LQ41 JS C)c. ,ki t 31431 Lb_' 3.4

X11 /43.*** x
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Translation Test
Part I

....=60..no
Translate Into Good Arabic by

Choosin the Best Translation:

I) Thanks very much for showing me around. I'm really much obliged.
.I.4 )X...:1A %14,v Ui .L.6%)U _ I

...4-11.4.9 c C.)1J1:31 Ls1 N-1:>?*

4:jltada 73.1.1 -

.I ..)21S" X511 1314.4 dz. L5.331 j11 -

2) I'm so sorry, sir, Please don't hate me. I was a bit nervous.
Lsi Ls:1-1)

Lsi Sul _

..N-.1L9 IL:IX:I CLIS dale 410X:I 1 1.LW L L.11j)1

Zu.i (3A Lcilx.1 ,511.:-s9 ()Ai L_L.1_14 _

3) Have you ever been abroad? No, but I will be going to the States on
a government mission.

5.111 1-27 (.53) YA L; 1-3 ?E JLIN-11 ->i" Ll'h

:L. 1).24.'II L511 I csa-Ci ?c Ls11 _

L'LL3V3.11 c...:J-43c., Lsii-C33 ,E.)1_&.1.1 I d1.1

;:".Jsa

;L_A41-4 ?j_ii _

4) What is you mother tongue? Arabic. Are you a foreigner? I am
Egyptian.

(.1% ?,iti.1113 J LA _ i

.4Y-4 CL,541?-1 :Z}L},-11 144 42:11-N-11 Ls111

L cL8:11_p

Leg u_331 :Ai+) _
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5) I intend to travel by air since it is very convenient. Every airline has
its own booking office in town.

,.,-;c4 j_Si ,j.;4 IL4 )..31 e51C..f -

:;j:1:14314 C..>"

4.7 L 4 oi.a IL.> JS1 . l a 61.31A. cjtS 511-13.11-1 4_,.;_931 L5.1.31

(.)=11C-NA LD1):1-11 137 Iii _)1 L.,33!

y:SL_C.4 1.43 ii.4 13._?...)L,..11 3-31 4.5.1.11 -

144 A...al:N.11

6) Have you anything to declare? I have only my personal belongings.
.t11 A.31_93 L$ (FS ).4÷11 -,11.1.13i _ i

.111i Lsr11.). Lsal L51 4.ai

0.1! i'43.c. Lsi

Lsal ibk.112.1 Lpi Lsi 4:11 (14,

7) We can change money at airport bank. I'd like to exchange some
U.S. dollars, please. You're welcome, sir!

jv (Di 1-4\1 .,;

14 4 Luya .511, c)A

t.):=_24 J141_.1 JL13.411 ,J1_34 j o 'A 1.11 j1.14.A

-'4""4

Lric. u.=1.1LJ ji )11 t11:14 Cy2 ..0111 1 iic

"4"" 17: ;Lx""113

t LD-.4 CJ1 .91 Lsiii _)11`-AN 0.=1.:%.11 L5
J41,z)

1-1 1-."J-4.9 .-)d°1

-

8) Does this train go the Tanta/ No, but you can transfer at Desouk.
There, you catch train No. 33 which goes right there.

ul C.)<^; a--1033 '51;.1 CA13 V Q1.123b Ls-1) J11^.°1 1:146 A4:13 (.3.46

.kg_14 (.511 ,S)14A 0111 rr ,$):3

.63) u-1! LI-1135 vl C.) <4.411 L511 Lgiii 1.2A jal

.01:A 4-?1,111 rr

0.11_1A (3.4 cs.11 L...1,3111 ,31K c.A.13 J11,01 11% tits

Laa,.11 (sail rr ,J)
(.5_3) jlt,a 11A JA

0:231 rr r9, jti,at
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9) The capital is entirely covered by an extensive network of public
means of transportation.

.D.Z11 i

-&-231 eicAl A.?.11J.,,,,LIt4 Lola') V.12;-4 4-.4I.Cal-X.11 C.)) - L-1

.;.16.01-e-11 CJA ;14-T-u1.3 :k-c+ja. %Lacwl 41-1.21i

C>4 S S14.4 ..k-c4.1.7

10) Indicate you name, nationality, permanent address, place and date
of birth, and sign.

OLL-C.A3 1-&31 j 6 1,31 JSJ1 1

.,.5.17:1 JUL, JN..1.4 11 tr.&)11.1 -
.t.i 11 j1:33 .31.111 -

c:14 juj cjL.s.A3 (D131.1_, AA.J js31 _

11) The traffic policeman has written down our car license number. We
will have to pay a fine.

Ly4.1.3411

.Z4152-11 ?5_) L.4.911 1-17J C.)9.1 -111 -
:4CAI-;3-11 -311 (3-31."-"33 1-i5)1" (_513-)'1.1

"A-.41 5331 CLil/ JL. 1-.13-)4" dij LS'i J.3)-411 LS-13Y') C.).3' */:i1

12) A practical system has been applied to do away with conductors in
the Cairo underground.

jjiA c)c. 4.1Ac. _ i

j.L4.1 Ls_i (043411 J.,a yAU 1.A.31 _ L.]

Jati L.51 64.1, -
.*O ifsAy ,,,51.A3d1 _ 3

13) Good evening. I would like to buy a good watch at moderate price.
I have a modern selection of Quartz watches.

:t.!c. :7; Ls.L3 oi ji

Ls. 1.1 ji . C-3

.;t13.151S1)7 1
(j..4 ;L-e. jra.4 Ls 1J .5Z_44.- 0111i1 Sul J

c..4-I31-; t-..1-k...1A 1.51 11;1 -

.;k4.11.14.yAi I Cya

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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14) Good evening, sir. May I go through the list of newly published
books? Sure. Here it is.

i<11 . y.,__!I ;1.4 _ i

4.3...4 4)L.L.4

LsAtA

.L5A Sji.t ;..11 t.;;c11 . _

i cji L.,;;C,j1 .Mill

15) Take a look at the clock. It is alnio-t half-past nine a.m.
Did you go to bed late last night? Yes, I did.

i.)&1_14 ;Lc-1.31 Ls.lr, S.)1..3 jll _

.3,111.1 el_45 431 kis-All (511 J131

t.:.1ut3i Ja L kit .1111 1411.6. Lsiri 1314
Ls 1C. 0)h.7 L-511

d2i11-1 11-?

()1.).CI L511 LAs..i3 i.,;113 :;ot_.1:111 jj1÷1 (5.0 L5.11 )/.31 -

16) The table is set. May I trouble you for a glass of water? You drink
like a fish.
1.41-11 1311:%.c. ji Lau .14114 L5_3 431 (:j1 _ i

J- ?s.t.4.11 &.4 ..e.331A N,%-11.4.11 -

I X17 L:y; .111n1 jAh ..;.3Z11.431 C-161+1 .22 -
I 1'c.1-4.11 (..Lt ;Z.131-411 t.:71C-1 _

17) I've been told you are going to see you doctor! Didn't you feel
well? I feel somewhat under the weather.

ui J.L:17.3 L4.::11"

11%

(53_, ytti Di L14§*

C.P.-111 Lrait:q c'0121-,S.)113.31 Ah,)-;:1 iil

(533) jtcyl 11'

,63
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18) Usually, after an illness the patient suffers weakness. Therefore,
during convalescence, one must get nourishment and enough rest.
s jai c)..4 14.6 0.:=.4).411 c.).4

4..1111.11 diL:11 csa P iY I A1ic. k..1.?...! j
S51.3 c.l.2.31 LLIali c ;,-.Ati.11 (:).4 Z,.:3.),, 124 0113.)A11 411.L. - 4-i

cif_ ,.i71

-;.L1 C.).1 "1111 ;.12,1 k--i";"11 L.)-4 0°-J_)-41 -

1.;9-S

k L5.411 A.319 0:*. j.431 c.Liall 124 ();:?...All L5216i LA 0 .Ar

;-;11;11 634 (DI

19) In the hospital, there are fixed visiting hours to enable the patients
to receive their families.

ce;.).,:31 ii.A 0313A _

Ls1c. J31:i ce.:2_}.411 j1_,, S3_1_,..4 (.53 _

:LiLA1 Lcia j11 jr, t..; 4 4:-.1Li .t1 Ls.i

LSLA JL3.31.1 /L1...i All Lci jLi.)4

.eA j.,AS Li 1 Lsic.

20) I select a good number of exercises to develop the muscles in the
arms, legs, abdomen, neck and chest.

c.j4.4.YA119 LsaLN .-14?..11 J.41-3.11 (.4 I .LZ. 4ri )i&

():4..)/1.) c rr1 ):131 :)k-4-:" .A71.31/1 .L:31-3:3)A111 C.Y2 J L5-13)

jax.4%.11

J111 Lsi <1 c...%Li.u..L11 (3.4 d..4

:I, 1..)11

e1,13"4\113 0411 Lsi L5:111 C:J141 jAil I &A 1..)4411.1. jui:,1 LA _

ja.,....11

21) Look! The river bank here is most suitable for fishing. Don't we
need .a license to fish here? No.

lie. ..)41 Lj) ..)1=i31 _ i

LiA312. er,`L4 1.3A )41 Ls_L,L1 _

31 L. LiA.A3:1 ..);31 _

.NAT

4AliA liS`171 ya tiA L_1211; (j) ylzil _

.t$.23 ?1.1,3

-6K
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a

22) After the second act, there will be an intermission of 15 minutes.
Fine, we may go then to the cafeteria.

c o 0143 til l ,s .124

L53) u3

ji-i11111 L5.11 6Lt.4 11% 1 4.531_111

L11 L Le 4a

.&13

L.A. .1 1 0 S L:53Lit! (DA. L.2(1,-. L5.31:;31 _

X11

O All _

23) In the summer, open-air movies and theaters are nice places for
entertainment.

j1_,.411.3 611.11 L _

L311.11 j1_,5 LL L_J

;.:1-,111 4114?.. (3S1-41 j1.+43.4119 44.4all 14;1...11

:k2. -1113 4. all c.)S1..411 C.}4 C)SLAI Ls;

24) We would like to remind our listeners that the news in English will
be broadcasted at 8:30 p.m., Cairo time.

; i_3.41:11 4r.1.11 1i5 JWD c_ji ;.,...1-4

4r.1_,,11 jL e Li L:ji J_Sii vl z_g.i _

..E1 "%C II -;,Z.1..3 (31C. l-1.1c1113

4 3-41111 :+cr.1.31 j14.;.1 cj.1 1 11..4 }s3.3 3y; -

et_A:3 :L.43.44371 ..,,s13 (Di .)..33 _

3:0 L-3.kallli

25) Today, there will be a slight drop in temperature. Good, I have been
perspiring very much.

L51.1:11 JI e9411 0;nti;:31 u.51U.A j.1- _

I \.1 4 (...L3SLA Lcail l e.)4.11 j1 .)_.z.31 _

.0.11:11 1.t.11A .e_94: I Lsi tLiCi JI ,J.1114

A:3)1. L5i3I j1.>_11 (...:.1.31 alp% _
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26) People should all strive to be good. Evil is obvious and so is
goodness. We have to choose our own way.

(D-P. U ..)-.1.11 (-1-111 L>g1-331 0-2-49. cal L.-L?-1 _ i

Ij3.),311

:2.1"113 49Y a J4.)2 d1 alx. L. J44-4 041311 (DA. ul c.5` .Y.

11!-1.a 1-49 C.J1--'-`-;°1.9 J 19 _)-.111 LIN AI 19 (Di (..).41-111 _

.34-A3

Ls-11 0'41-23-11 (..5"-L4:1 ji 4:1;

27) In Upper Egypt, there are great temples of the Pharaohs, numerous
monuments and obelisks.

*kial jail u.1.1?,`y 41.31 Lci _ i

_

144 4).1 _

;Lila 1itit..411 (j_4 .)..4S t:'411 -

4111-.11191119

28) It is too cold this morning. Don't take a hot howler. I don't like
winter at all.

4:_12;31 IL.% 14 .314 (31 _

;.1:LSJ1 L3_.*1 V U*1 -11 0..2:1.411 .L5,51 Y .c1-2.z111 11A Iii 3)-4 u
Jai Y Vi 14t .4,t:.1 Y .c1,...31

1;.1.1 1.1t,

11:14

14
1 v .)..)4 1431

.1 911 (..j1;.11:111 V .1i&1_,4(331

-

_

_

29) Leaders of rival nations have to exert much effort for the sake of
peace

OA -16÷11 OA 1.1:1A-11 193.4! L.) c.s°1"11 J9111 019 c_ck" '47'7! _ i

_

_

_

j1.).1")? LS Sa4 u.fr.:_,t11 SA ic,

;L411 j.?, 1.g.a.i.). ,S.1.23.4.1 1 1:s

('
N.11

(3.4 L5=-11

(D.4

(..4.),6,7% (.5 (Di ,.4'YI

:41131_4 1.,14.1 (sic-(3.11;,1 LS Lji .4S471
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30) Nuclear and atomic wars would destroy the victor and the conquered
alike. Through peaceful co-existence, peaceful East-West relations
can be developed.

` ;L-2...).211 Y. .)---11.9 'JJyII CIN-'114-11 C.)) _

*1-4111%*=' 7-3)L11_, jr2 e7=Li31 JAL.11

C.}-' csic' J...)-4-44.11 "1; °II L51' Ls J ;LI193.11 39 _Y-11 U)

. 4.73 (Di ty.L.A. 11 C.:11.1..**1 &Say. u.t.,3-*-111

&49 ;y...):111 L-'9 Y119 t, 9y111 :1'")t"C`114/1 (D)

..)13.51-3 3'411 C.;1 Y..);31-) C.).+1 :1111.s.\15d3 (DL'L.1. :^4 yyl1 Lr""k
4 (Si" jUd:13..11 L %t Cjj -

3.,1111 CLI.:17Ac. X1116 LAI1it:111 J (:).4

zQ) edop,103
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Translation Test
Part II

Translate into good English by

choosing the best translation:

. I j.f5 A L53:11
lS

a) Immediately, I delivered your nice present. Really many thanks for you.
b) I've just delivered your lovely gift. Actually I'm so thankful f )r you.
c) Soon, I received your beautiful present. I really thank you very much.
d) I've just received your lovely gift. I'm really much obliged.

e.1 (j..s '17 1'
a) Oh! Don't put all the blame on me. I've done nothing wrong.
b) Don't blame. I hasn't done anything wrong .

c) Oh! Don't put all blaming on me. I don't commit a fault.
d) Don't blame me for anything. I don't commit any mistake.

L. u'- ;. I .1;31 el...1a j_91.1.1

.S.)11)11 L5-k- -314

a) Could you come, and have lunch with us on the next Friday?
With pleasure. I have no objection, at all.

b) Would you like to have lunch with us on the next Friday?
With pleasure, I will not have mind at all.

c) Come and have lunch with us on the next Friday.
With pleasure. I never mind at all.

d) Would you do me the pleasure of coming to lunch with us next Friday?
With pleasure. I don't mind at all.

e.2.3 jrall jti.11 Ls_1,1 f.

a) I'll go abroad in the next month. Do you prepare your lug::,age? Yes, I
did.

b) I'm going abroad iext month. Have you packed your lt.7.Page? Yes, I
have.

c) I'll travel to abroad in the next month. Would prepare your luggage?
Yes.

d) I'l! Po to abroad on the next month. Will you pack your luggage? Yes. I
did.

1
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L53:31 C.,-4112-;-, L4 .y1.41 j1.3.?. DA Di ,.5..,11 0
a) I am afraid my passport is no longer valid. What is your nationality? I'm

Egypti an.
b) I'm afraid my passport is out of order. What is your nationality? I am

Egyptian.
c) I am afraid my passport don't work, what's your nationality. I'm Egyptian.
d) I do fear that my passport is no longer working. What is your nationality?

I am Egyptian.

a)

b)

c)
d)

a)

b)

c)

d)

(..SSJA-?-11 L'71-,1"Y 4.14 t?.1-(3-11 Lsal

I have just some normal gifts. I have nothing that worth to pay money
for.
I have only some of the ordinary presents. I haven't what I should pay for
customs.
I have only some ordinary gifts. I have nothing to declare.
I have some ordinary presents only. I have nothing to deserve the custom
costs.

Li:iti dii11 (:)c. V ?1,) Lij,..o..) (531 1.3r..)...1 v
Hurry up to platform No. 7, through the tunnel, or else we will miss the
train.
Hurry fast to the 7th platform by the tunnel otherwise we will miss the
train.
Hurry up to platform No. 7 by the tunnel otherwise we will loose the
train.
Hurry to the 7th platform through the underground otherwisewe will
lose the train.

),s-At 1:33) cjg l±iNf3 1,141 11C ..11 A
a) Can I preserve a room for three days. I'm sorry, our rooms occupied until

September.
b) Can I book a room for three nights? Sorry, we are booked until

September.
c) Would you like to book a room for three nights? I'm sorry, our rooms

will be booked till September.
d) Can I preserve a room for three nights? I'm sorry, our rooms are occupied

until the month of September.
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jax..4 c,L,41

a) The underground metro reach to the different Cairo sides in few minutes.

b) The underground train joins every place in Cairo in a few minutes.

c) The underground gets to various parts of Cairo in a few minutes.
d) The underground metro relates all Cairo sides in little minutes.

la c.)4 -) .

a) We will catch the nine train to Tanta. Where is the tickets office? Here,
in the right side besides the information office?

b) We are taking the nine O'clock train to Tanta. Where is the booking-
office? There, on the right side, close to the information office.

c) We would catch the ninth O'clock train to Tanta. Where we find the
booking office? There , on the right beside the reception office.

d) We will take the train of nine O'clock to Tanta. Where is the tickets
office? It is here, in the right side, beside the reception office.

Zi-Ill. 146' LLA-i-131 L.53

a) In the department of the languages, you may find books are written with
English languages, France, Spain and Japanese language.

b) In language section, we can find in English, French, Spanish, and Japan
books.

c) In the language section, you will find books in English, French, Spanish,
Japanese, etc....

d) In language department you will find much books with English, French,
Espain and Japan language, etc

c).A u141y y1S Lne3 jij Aiti_531 ay: 1.4.2 c:JJ.,11

a) I have enough vegetables. I would like to have three kilos of oranges.
b) I had have a lot of vegetables. I want to buy three kilo of oranges.
c) I got lot of vegetables. I want to buy three kilos from oranges.
d) I took sufficient vegetables. I want to buy three kilos from oranges.

1j ..:112.3S.43 L414313 LyUii .ai_211s -) r

a) Its five O'clock. Now we should drink tea. Everything is prepared. Tea,
milk, biskuits, butler and jam.

b) Five O'clock, it is the time of tea. Everything is ready tea, milk, biskuits.
better and jam.

c) Now, the clock is five, so we should drink the tea. Everything is
prepared, tea, milk, biscuit and jam.

d) It is five O'clock now. It is time for tea. Everything i ready. Tea, milk,
biscuits, butter and jam.

P,
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1 4.5:1 ut.A zi.1 t.31.3 L53.1* jti A.,13)

a) I can't sleep well. The sleep has gone when I heard to your problems
which haven't an end.

b) I didn't enjoy sleeping. The sleep is gone away while I listen to your
troubles which don't over.

c) I couldn't sleep very well. Sleeping has gone away while I was hearing to
your problems which do not finish.

d) I couldn't sleep well. I lost sleep listening to all of your endless troubles.

31 j u1 ji Z41 J_S cac..1.J Lcitiy o

.J.11.11 ;.13.411_, Z.IL.11

a) You must sleep 8 hours every night, eat fruits and fresh vegetables and
show yourself to the sun rays and fresh air.

b) You should sleep eight every night and eat fresh fruits and vegetables.
You have to stand under the sun and expose yourself to fresh air.

c) you have to sleep 8 hours every night, eat fresh fruits and fresh
vegetables and put yourself in sun rays and open air.

d) You should sleep eight hours every night, eat fresh fruits and vegetables
and expose yourself to sunshine and fresh air.

0:n1 Jz.i .1_1 L.1 a9S5 vy .0'13221 i

a) Cold is the most commonest disease in the winter. Sometimes it has
strong and serious effects.

b) The cold is the most common of all diseases in winter. It may have
serious symptoms.

c) The cold is the most famous diseases in winter, and it sometimes have
some strong effects.

d) Cold is the most commonly illness in winter. It has sometimes some
dangerous symptoms.

Jy J_54 J.11 blie fizi u.A 1 V

a) Excuse me, would you prepare this good description please. With
pleasure. Will it take a long time? No.

b) Wo ild you please prepare this medical receipte? With pleasure. Would it
take a very long time? No.

c) Would you make this prescription up for me, please? With pleasure. Will
it take long? No.

d) Please, would you make this medical description for me? With pleasure.
Do you take a very long time? No.
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3-S3J ci 1/47'.1SJJ ;-.11-'3.}11.9 -1.1111 41..)14 A

Lek?) LC"

a) What about hunting, shooting, and horse-riding? Good, but only for
those who can afford it.

b) What's your opinions on hunting, throwing and riding horses? it is great
but only for whom who could pay its costs.

c) What about hunting, shooting and horse-riding. It is good but only for
who afford its costs.

d) What's you opinion on fishing, throwing and horse-riding? Good but only
to whom who can afford them.

a)

b)

c)

d)

.Z3.)143 ;9.13.) SI JI4.4 jSui ?3,1,11 c 1,1u.a 1 y 91 jl ajj '17

I don't wish to loose the football match today as it's finally and
internationally.
I don't want to lose today's match in football because its a final
international match.
I don't want to miss today's football match because it is an international
final match.
I don't wish to mess today's football match because it is international and
final one.

19

43_4 S j_ ':5340.113 G 1.0.11 0.5C-4 1,0
l.

X71 ).-.1L4 alLA

34.13..1.111

a) Have you made a driving license? Of course, I always carry it. Driving is
the most necessary thing for our morieni age today.

b) Do you have your driving-license with you? Of course. I always carry it
with me. Driving is one of the necessary things of the modern age.

c) Do you have a driving license? Yes, Of Course, I bring with me for all
times. Driving is one of the necessary thing of the modern age.

d) Do you have a driving license? Surely, I always carry it. Nowadays
driving is regarded as one of the modern age essentials.

ji ls1 ...,11 ji j_p:31 Ika oL Li

a) What would you do in the holidays? Sometimes wondering or catching
fish or making tours.

b) What do you like to do during your vacations? Sometimes I wander, fish
or on excursions.

c) What do you like in your vacations? Sometimes walking, hunting fish or
making excursions.

d) What's you like to do during the weekend? Sometimes I walk, hunt or
make journeys.

5
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0°.)"-11 124.4 L.514.9 L'A_SA-c- ";;Y-1;',A.5-C31" ul C";'k-3--!1)111" "IlY)÷4.9-C31" L1-.31

1byt,11 L5 )3.) Lci

a) What do you like comic or tragic novels? Generally I like comic ones.
Actually the show began at half past seven.

b) Do you like comedy or tragedy novels? I like comic novels. In seven past
half, the comedy begin at the movies?

c) What do you like the comedy stories or tragedy stories? I generally like
comics. In half past seven the movies will begin.

d) Do you like the comedies or tragedies? I like the comedies, in general.
When does the show begin at the movies? Usually at seven-thirty.

.1_:61341 c_-,1 j%c Ls_tc. ...)41'.6" ay.:).1:13li r
1-44-1) 1-A41

a) The radio and the TV. help a great deal to mold our children's minds.
From this angle, the radio and the TV. are looked upon as a blessing.

1:0 The radio and TV. helped much in building our children's minds. From
this side, radio and TV. are regarded as if they were blessing.

c) The radio and TV. helps the shaping of our son's minds. From this angle,
it is looked at the radio and TV. as they are a blessings

d) The radio and the TV. help to mold the minds of our children's a lot.
From this side, it has been looked at them as a blessing.

c_j_S Ci..4 I J.1 :C J.11. Ls.List.3. 431 ....1,413 r5.4iA j6 Z.11 CLIA1.141

tq.):33 DIS4 3 c utiSil (j13.1c.

.) Index cards are very helpful, it gives us a lot of information about every
b.iok like the author name the address of the book, the place and date of
publishing.

b) Ordered cards are very useful, it gives a great deal of information about
the name of and address of author's book, the place and year of
publication.

c) index cards are very helpful. They give a great deal of information about
each book such as the author's name, title, place and year of publication.

d) Nuiibered cards are very useful. It gave us a big amount of information
about every book like the authors name, bo. address and the place and
publication date.
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a) He is Tanta University graduated. He prepared to English. He gained Master
of Arts degree in English. In addition, he is talking five living languages.

b) He's from the university of Tanta and prepare himself to get the Majestier
Degree of English language. Also, he spoke five living languages.

c) He is a graduate of Tanta university and is now preparing for the Master's
Degree in English. In addition, he speaks five living languages.

d) He's graduated from the university of Tanta and now he is prepared to gain
the M.A. Degree in English Language. Moreover, he could speak five living
languages.

'"1 otx1 ji )13;q Lcai olio j_.%31 S',}11 Litz. L:14

a) What about the weather today? it is so unstable. It rains heavily. I" so cold.

b) How is the weather today? It is very changeable. It's raining heavily. I am
shivering with cold.

c) What's about the climate today? The atmosphere is very bad. It's rain
heavily. I'm very cold.

d) How about the weather today? The weather isn't good at all. It's been raining
heavily. I am checking with cold.

Z..4.111.4 c %17 Z-41.11L4 )y}"' LIS4 %Ai At .111u2. ; CSI1 (.5.4 V

(.1.-241. 4 .3=&.11

a) Could I use your phone? With pleasure. Do you want a local telephone? No.
It's a large distance call. The line is busy.

b) May I use your telephone please? With pleasure. Do you want an inside
phone or an outside one? Line is occupied.

c) Please, can I use your phone? With pleasure. Do you want internal or
external appeal? Line is busy.

d) May I use your phone, please? With pleasure. Do you want to make a local
call? No, a long distance call. The line is busy.

(5-1 .1.e1...12.1113 %1.d,1il Ls.5 J4.3112,4.4 A

L..).3-31-4fi

a) Egypt is the gift of the Nile. The Nile witnessed the civilization of ancient
and modern Egypt. There are about eighty pyramids in Egypt.

b) Egypt is the gift of the Nile. The Nile contemporaries the two civilizations of
Egypt, the old one and the modern one. In Egypt, there are 80 pyramids.

c) Egypt is the gift of the Nile and it had contemporaried both the old and
modern civilizations of Egypt. There are about eighty pyramids in Egypt.

d) Egypt is the gift of the Nile. The Nile passed over Egypt's ancient and
modern civilization. Theie are nearly 80 pyramids in Egypt.
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a) A public plain fell on an inhabited area in the united States. About
seventy were killed and a hundred were injured in this terrible accident.

b) A civilized plane dropped on a highly populated area in the U.S.A. and
killed seventeen-seven persons and hundreds were wounded in this awful
accident.

c) A civil plane crashed over a very popular area in the United States.
Seventy-seven persons were killed and hundreds were wounded in this
horrible accident.

d) A civil plane crashed over a thickly populated area in the U.S. Seventy-
seven persons were reported killed and one hundred injured in this
terrible accident.

(Dij 323-3.4 11-14 e ?-..4ti L51C, r
....4;-11 L.6.31,-. Lcl c1-41

a) All nations must respect the principals of the United Nation and do
according to it. They should also cooperate for building a new society
with high level of living.

b) All nations should respect the United Nation's principle and do with it
and cooperate to building a society with the highest possible standard of
living.

c) All nations should respect and practice the principles of the United
Nations character. They should also cooperate to build a new society that
might enjoy the highest possible living standard

d) All nations must respect the principals of the thlited Nations. They
should do with it and also cooperate to build a society with a high
standard of living.

8
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Tanta University Multiple-Choice Translation Test

for ESL College Freshmen

(Part 11)

Translation from Arabic into English

Answer Sheet

Name :

School :

a b

2 a b

3 a b

4 a b

5 a

6 a b

7 a b

8 a b

9 a b

10 a b

11 a b

12 a b

13 a b

14 a b

15 a b

Date :

Score :

c d 16

c d 17 a b c

c
.

d 18 a b c d

c d 19 a b c d

c d 20 a b c d

c d 21 a b c d

c d 22 a b c d

c d 23 a b c d

c d 24 a b c d

c d 25 a b c d

c d 26 a b c d

c d 27 a b c d

c d 28 a b c d

c d 29 a b c d

c d 30 a b c d

1993 by Adel I. El-Banna.



Tanta University Multiple-Choice Translation Test

for ESL College Freshmen

(Part 11)

rTranslation from Arabic into English

Answer Si- e-:t

Name :

School :

Date :

Score :

t a b c d 16 a b c d

2 a b c d 17 a b c d

3 a b c d 18 a b d

4 a b c d 19 a b c d

5 a b c d 20 a b c d

6 a b c d 21 a b

7 a b c d 22 a b

8 a b c d 23 a b c d

9 a b c d 24 a b c d

1.0 a b c d 25 a b c d

11 a b c d 26 a b c d

12 a b c d 27 a b c d

13 a b c d 28 a b c d

14 a b c d 29 a b c d

15 a b c d 30 a b c d

© 1993 by Adel 1. El-Banna.
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Tanta University Multiple Choice Translation Test

for ESL College Freshmen

(Part 11)

Translation from Arabic into English

Answer Kegs

1 d 16 d

2 a 17

3 d 18

4 b 19

5 a 20 b

6 c 21 b

7 a 22 d

8 b 23 a

9 c 24

10 b 25

11 c 26 b

12 a 27

13 d 28

14 d 29

15 d 30 c

© 1993 by Adel 1. El-Banne.
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Tanta University Multiple Choice Translation Test

for ESL College Freshmen

(Part 11)

Translation from Arabic into English

Answer Key

1 d 16

2 a 17

3 d 18

4 b 19 c

5 a 20 b

6 c 21 b

7 a 22 d

8 b 23

9 c 24

10 b 25

11 c 26 b

12 a 27 d

13 d 28

14 d 29 d

15 d 30 c

© 1993 by Adel I. El-Banne.
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Appendix C
Revised Forms of Part I and II of Tanta University

Multiple- Choice Translation Test for ESL College

Freshmen
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Freshmen
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Part I

By
Adel Ibrahim El-Banna Ph.D

. EFL Teaching & Testing
Head Department of Curriculum &

.1/lethods of Teaching
Faculty of Education

Kafr El-Sheikh
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Tanta University Multiple-Choice Translation Test
for ESL College Freshmen

General Directions:
1- This test consists of 50 items and requires approximately 80 minutes of

working time. This test has two basic parts (I & II), the first part
assesses you ability in translating sentences (s) from English into Arabic
whereas part two is concerned with asse....4 your ability in translating
sentence(s) from Arabic into English.

2- Read the directions which are printed at the beginning of each part very
carefully, and proceed at one to translate the sentences into good Arabic
or good English. Do not spend too much time on any one item. There is

a time limit for each item.

3- No questions may be asked after the examination has begun.

4- Do not talk to any one during the test.
5- You must mark all your answers on the separate answer sheet you have

been given by putting a circle around the same letter (a, b, c, d) as the
answer you have chosen.

6- Mark only one answer for each question.
7- If you make a mistake for wish to change an answer be sure to cross out

your first circle and then put another circle around the letter you prefer
to give as your correct translation.

XAKDo not turn this page until are kindly told to do so.

When you are told to turn the page, read the directions and then go on to the

questions.
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Translation Test
Part I

(40 Minutes)

Directions:

This is part I of the translation test. It shows how well you can translate

some prose sentences from English into good Arabic. This test consists of 25

items and requires approximately 40 minutes of working time. You should read

the sentences very carefully and then try to choose the best translation for each

sentence(s). Be sure to circle your answers nicely and carefully on your answer

sheet. The sample exercise below shows you how to make your answers on the

answer sheet.

Sample Exercise:

1. May I give you a hand? Yes, please, I'd be grateful.

.L411,:=.i (DA ..11-1A a 31 Di J -

tA.1 ULLA (.1.41 J.L.13.3 ?1. AGLAIA I cji Liyl - 6-1

.On jS jt.+I j 9Sl .0.11-it'si DA H aC-Luk.4 (Si L63:31.12al J -

.tz-6111.1. AA DiSi Ti;.1c.L.,1411 Q-611 .3-01 L.4-1 .41 -

() c (L71) :;,.4':21

%.k...):1.11 et Cr k

'-;i 11, JL.3111 i Js
(..) L741 .d.31 JUI csi
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Translation Test "Revised Form"
Part I

Translate Into Good Arabic by

Choosing the Best Translation:

1) Thanks very much for showing me around. I'm really much obliged.

a.1.1.3 DIJ3-131 csi _U
1..):g C)-4--. 0)331 Lsi -

Y-11 :1-,3?- J, _

2) I'm so sorry, sir, Please don't hate me. I was a bit nervous.
fins .L534 yi ji 1,1 Lci LA _ i

L .4.5.1;., 1,3. L L5 it _

N/1:6 1 .1 4 .1.& LAi c535/A5 ?ji *Lg ';1"' 17 (-1"(11 LSA A -

;-7,7 )4 LALI CalS C.'C. L53.3) -

3) Have you ever been abroad? No, but I will be going to the States on
a government mission.

CaiS j.4 -
.T.4 Lci 0 1%. L:131-N ..}11 (51) k-1A 1 4.531 Loi:1 C:J j1.4 JA -

11 ."11 /5.11 utAi11 0.1c. c_i.o...)a 15 L5.1;(1.3 V cc JI.L.1.1 )1L.,11 _

z4.6-4

L.;;<1..) ca-.6 (.5-U J

4) What is you mother tongue? Arabic. Are you a foreigner? I am
Egyptian.

c-1131 1L,525.111.3 _ i

1/453:31? "C.1.71 JA 1+4 0111 %ULU 1-A -

JA al L4

(7.9 LA L541-?i 4:16i 1_4 _

30_



5) I intend to travel by air since it is very convenient. Every airline has
its own booking office in town.

j_s s jygLA cji :114 S ?_31c.)

.ks.j.1.41t4

(:)1.S cji 1,..}1L1.1l.1 ,>i,21 - -3

L
L.53.3)

.L.jst.A1

Lg..1 1-,.+113 .1 j-uti.i.4 (Di (.5_9-31 (.5.3.31 -

:4.1,111 L5 144 ;Lol_&.11

6) We can change money at airport bank. I'd like to exchange some
U.S. dollars, please. You're welcome, sir!

Lni cji ji u.51_34 :-Los-11 J..)411,' - I

.L51.1?-e "AILLIti DA ZIS-.1_)-41

L.-51 t. ,q 0_4 J1-1.411 ;.1,12.11 Li

CS 4414 t-4,)023 %)L4,i . jaiti

L5k' 5T LAI.)-471 L"11..A._9331 U:=L544 ji JLL'411 1134 C.)-4 JO -

(-544 1-.3. 19u.JI1
l.;,4 0-4 14,341uli 4 (.5.13) JO, Alt.) 0.=1-111 2141 .ky:(111 ;

LS 1.L. " 1:3. 4 14 .)-4.9

7) Does this train go the Tanta/ No, but you can transfer at Desouk.
There, you catch train No. 33 which goes right there.

(Di LD ..); .14111 ,31 ..)1-33:01 11.4

-4111-14 (.51) 1...),114.4 41.1 (s.-111 rr eiJ ..)1 /all L7JJ.J.

01 DI (3 <"11 Ls-1) J91.x3 L5.-131 Jlhall 9a Ili° (-L4 L.-3

"111-14 Ls-11 rr J1-1i31-.1 (23--13 (:)1 ` 11-.3

,31 C.).4 Tuana ts11 J.L Ilk, dal -
(.5-11 (sal/ rr

a_10, L5.3) ;i1r1 jaxill late .4:13 _J

Uzain LF11 jai, 0111 rr j11.,.ipq

8) The capital is entirely covered by an extensive network of public
means of transportation.

'A.10,t4 4 A1.2.11 JIL" Lj! _ i

j:31,3 L i>, .11 .11_4 JA-211_ LDI -

. ;LOW I JAI' C.).4 Zit-L131 tta.clk.x11

C.).4 _
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9) The traffic policeman has written down our car license number. We
will have to pay a fine.

ti.11 ) d?..)

*Z41.5231 ()-4 .1413 13:3 .11:5 "L'3:..) LIA:L.1.94 .111

:4.4-415'11 cs-13-Y1 j.7"-"
trot}.., C:21-.%)1 4.5i _

10) A practical system has been applied to do away with conductors in

the Cairo underground.
..i.)441.111q JUNI taa.11.+A. 1

.s..),4121 31.0D ijiA c.,14.11 _

.s.)41211 L53 (..31-a-N1 3,514 L$ C.)-.11-1-431-14-:=1 1-4r- LJ.91-1

:51.0D Jul ()Lc:NI c.111.111 1s _

11) Good evening. I would like to buy a good watch at moderate price.

I have a modern selection of Quartz watches.
cac.L_Ji aA :4 1,5 Z12-4.131A %lt J.-At

Z..Z..11 Z3y.CLA31

C--31-C.LA411 ;i4-4&3 LS .1-1 . ja.1.1L4 _>.141S? Z.40. iiLLAII c1 ji

Z.C...9314 AL.G5.41.?..A (s.1.3 (:)-41,1 1.1 .t411.11 L.:142 -

I141 j_Lt ly _

12) Good evening, sir. May I go through the list of newly published
books? Sure. Here it is.

Jul 3i Lji

cl,;=65

c123,1,1_, s ji ., +C11 J. J. .0.14,14 ytiA _

.tea 1,4 jyt; 4.11 t 4C11 (541).t.1.:1 cji II< ;1..4 _
Qty.L> jyt; :4L41.3 0C,..)2141 jl ;;c°31 -

3
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13) Take a look at the clock. It is almost half-past nine a.m.
Did you go to bed late last night? Yes, I did.

i;113 1+3i (.51z. -0' JILS i

I -1_3A cn.A3 JA 43) .41.1i LA

10:5 .L Ls+i .k..LL431 (e SI
-C11-04 ?-x3 ?6:111.

.1.)&k:_4 ja).)0 L5.1 Z3t.A.U1 ..A.c.L411 (.5.11 _

-

14) Usually, after an illness the patient suffers weakness. Therefore,
during convalescence, one must get nourishment and enough rest.
s cj.4 .):.9..).4.11 013 0:4,.).411 &A

JJ F YI t21133

S ff C, Lus.1 LS13.113 c ;Lh I S el-31 (DA ;Le..t2 (;=9.i..111 0.36,3. 1411..E. _

1:111 o 1..:J.LAV 19 %lam C.)LuZ37 1 I :44,3 11.it l

*A-4111.11l ey 4-11 (:).4 L5-36-.1 S 31.t.

CJA jai .1&.t..3j

k (.5"4.V. 4613 0-13:119 U L)°J-411 c)-4 0A-iL2 0°*)-411 L5 11c-.1U

°.;11 %u9LS S-4?' %1 L.)1

_a

15) In the hospital, there ale fixed visiting hours to enable the patients
tp receive their families.

.43.`kla (>2 I (:).,111 ,S_A311 cJl (.53 JA

j3 I JS,.5 L0_,ti.)..111 J.243 jl3311 vi!z.11
.(43_,A31.c. J145'11.31 L5 L5 JaJI S jai s ca-s. 91

s j>ii S33-N-4 jt..1311 (.111,t1-1.1.1; cri CL3lxk-w

JI4i1,31

16) I select a good number of exercises to develop the muscles in the
arms, legs, abdomen, neck and chest.

c..}2.41 Ls.itY c:313,3.).Z111 (DA har- C_VL&J 1s1 I

jaa...c3319

C.)-s4 i 0-21:3)

j-`s3.11_,

I Li....431 w_c.1 Lf_11_3:33.4111 t:y3 a, (..),A4 Y laar. cfaa_A., ail _

;45-_)13

cs,i1 ,LIt3.1.)A111 ci.4 I tsii _

ay4..:31.9

c),1=-1..)1.11

al Jill Lri

j (.94`11

"41

4
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17) Look! The river bank here is most suitable for fishing. Don't we

I
need a license to fish here? No.
.y cu..% .111-..;Is ju...1c ts....i Nil ..4...,.1.11.4 4..211,4 Li% mill Zil__, Ci) ...}1=231 _ i

.41.1 Slid a.2....cill c::.4)..41:3 121.431.j 'Ili :.11 ia,N .1.-.;1.4 Liat ii_111 :111-,I ...);31 - ,--a

1
.:'__1_,.,-,-,3 ,..4_1.1 Z-i-41..&.) cl....; (:ji 1_1431.3.1 1.1.,11 1.1_, ZAMA 1.14 itall Zi.,:n DI ..)ail _ _.

.*1 Uts

I c:-.1 _)- --.3 Ls- 1) c e- -i 3-4 . liA .) n-- - i toll .4- ti- A I .3.43 1:316 .)4-11 Ls-L'1 CJ) -)h-i/
.e...3 mat. ..,,, ,a1.1

_

1 18) After the second act, there will be an intermission of 15 minutes.
Fine, we may go then to the cafeteria.

I
,-, :-A :1-3 c.) .1 p < -! , 1 i -,. ;,_ I Al .0 0 -; LAI 'A, i J.LA s j_.s;* ,J. I ue% Lj j<""t.,, L531_111 j. ',ill axl

*1-.3..)01.11 LA L-J3)

i

1-1)::01111 LA -1.4 21La 61A-4 1:104 .- .44.) 1 0 1,1.41 Z_--,I) It jli 9'iw (.53M Nd ..,11 .1,,. - L.J

,LL13 .1.., , ts..,%11.% ..41.1i.5 10 s.L43:i..1).L.Is jsi ,111116 (DA, L...i.. L5A1Jill .124 _..,

Il LA La.i.4,,.1...a3.3 c.ji (3.:.

I

.u..._, c.u. j : )111 "14
.L.3-..1-.01-C-11 L53! YA:13 t---g.9,i

1 o 'Awe cji_C..,. Ni .t .11 _ z0.31.11 .1,2

.1-.3.1-S-11

I
19) In the summer, open-air n_,:vies and theaters are nice places for

entertainment.
-;:_i-111:t1.}. c.)Sui j.i.i...1 :+__,..j..1.L,11c jia.Iii LEklbli c1 ja_111.A.* )_y .3 L.i.j...li L,i. _ .1

I. ;,.. ja: AI I c JL.A1 I Lsi j 6.11.1) c. I ji..1 I (si .+0,1-3 I j 'A 1 1 . I 1 11_,:-, L34,.11 J,,,i c.5.; _ t_1

;:q...111 Z11...l?. u.SL41 c J1-,411.3 :i.,:i.,.-11 k.;:..11 j 3.5 )4,6 t_i+,,11 Lsi - -?

ril

.Z.:1-11 j :i=1A11 L:)SI-41 L.1..,,i c:).A c jl_..13 :i_..;iLlicySt_sii .)i....s Lii.Ji Lci _

I20) We would like to remind our listeners that the news in English will
be broadcasted at 8:30 p.m., Cairo time.

I
L. iu-mil I j :LiAlill Zr..1_,A1 u_i tli:i t-ii.,,, :14.3a.i.1,371 j1+&11 (ji 1;;. 41-4 )Si; (Di .1.33 I

.S..}111111 ,.:3..15:".A 1.14,_ei

:i_3.4011 -4.r.L.31 iaa_il L__ii_w Z..1...4.371 )1_4&I .i j_L cji 1.4,-4:1"_,A.4 j___Sii cji .1_i) Cyj _ L-)

I..is jACili ZL131 ulr. l .a--..1119

Li.A..3331 i :LIAM :i1Z.1-+,111 Lsi t 1 .1-.La :43.444 1 Zillt.I j1.1&. 1 ul_f 1 .1.1. el ... 4 jc.li Cji Z_93 -

I
. s jAlil I cliii _AI c. L,a

"A_14 tfil 1 e L41 L5_3 I :i _L Z.,. 3 ., 1 -, .,7 1 *A_il 1 ,L4 i s .y.t; (...)1 ri.r. .1 n, A JSII Cji 33.3 L.)1.1 - 3

.S)Aiill C..a.15.;11 3411 l . ,n ria (A6 L_Lea.li iI4sz
I

I5
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21) Today, there will be a slight drop in temperature. Good, I have been
perspiring very much.

cLias _ i

.4.11s ,L11,1% _

.

.011:11 1...t cj .c.ip j1_}..11 csi ,1113,4

0.111 0.23a1.11 CAUA (.19.1."

22) In Upper Egypt, there -are great temples of the Pharaohs, numerous
monuments and obelisks.

j.43 t41..11 .)÷y. -

..).;6 S17 ).C. fl. 4 J :13C.1_)1L11 4-44.11L, j..:1.4 .42,3 Ls_! _

"::-L-Nku"J 411 44931 Lsi -

L:)-4 4.1,La .111.c:1_, 4 jr.1)11_2 ji26 _

.Lf.1..1413-.111.3

23) It is too cold this morning. Don't take a hot howler. I don't like
winter at all.

.1111... 4.112 JAI y L5.33) .L5.MJi 0,-11 :1&(:,- y c14.,31 Ilk
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24) Leaders of rival nations have to exert much effort for the sake of
peace.
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25) Nuclear and atomic wars would destroy the victor and the conquered
alike. Through peaceful co-existence, peaceful East-West relations
can be developed.
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Translation Test "Revised Form"
Part II

Translate into good English by

choosing the best translation:

.1}!!'S cjiA" A t_c1 ,6_115....vs jai'

a) Immediately, I delivered your nice present. Really many thanks for you.

b) I've just delivered your lovely gift. Actually I'm so thankful for you.

c) Soon, I received your beautiful present. I really thank you very much.

d) I've just received your lovely gift. I'm really much obliged.

.r.33 1:11e L.514/3. NA7 V
a) Oh! Don't put all the blame on me. I've done nothing wrong.

b) Don't blame. I hasn't done anything wrong .
c) Oh! Don't put all blaming on ie. I don't commit a fault.

d) Don't blame me for anything. I don't commii any mistake.

L5 - »j.u4 (a-3Q 4.A.A1.11 rte, 1.12.4 I IL]) L$L.Li J91 >0.a.11 -r

a) CouldCould you come, and have lunch with us on the next Friday?
With pleasure, I have no objection, at all.

b) Would you like to have lunch with us on the next Friday?
With pleasure, I will not have mind at all.

c) Come and have lunch with us on the next Friday.
With pleasure. I never mind at all.

d) Would you do me the pleasure of coming to lunch with us next Friday?
With pleasure. I don't mind at all.

?,11:1,6.41

a) I'll go abroad in the next month. Do you prepare your luggage? Yes, I
did.

b) I'm going abroad next month. Have you packed your luggage? Yes, I
have.

c) I'll travel to abroad in the next inonth. Would you prepare your luggage?
Yes.

d) I'll go to abroad on the next month. Will you pack your luggage? Yes, I
did.
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Ls:6) J544.11 4.)t-3 CJA
a) I am afraid my passport is no longer valid. What is your nationality? I'm

Egyptian.
b) I'm afraid my passport is out of order. What is your nationality? I am

Egypti an.
c) I am afraid my passport don't work, what's your nationality. I'm Egyptian.
d) I do fear that my passport is no longer working. What is your nationality?

I am Egyptian.

`713 dull (Dr. V (.53.1

a) Hurry up to platform No. 7, through the tunnel, or else we will miss the
train.

b) Hurry fast to the 7th platform by the tunnel otherwise we will miss the
train.

c) Hurry up to platform No. 7 by the tunnel otherwise we will loose the
train.

d) Hurry to the 7th platform through the underground otherwise we will
lose the train.

.1;33ALA 6.11h ,se ;till:, 411 611371 ji A c -V
a) The underground metro reach to the different Cairo sides in few minutes.
b) The underground train joi is every place in Cairo in a few minutes.
c) The underground gets to v various s of Cairo in a few minutes.
d) The underground metro relates all Cairo sides in little minutes.

ci4)11 ula ?).51hil Ly_2i .L1.1), 4J1

.,...a4N...1.3*

a) We will catch the nine train to Tanta. Where is the tickets office? Here.
in the right sirle besides the information office?

b) We are taking the nine O'clock train to Tanta. Where is the booking-
office? There, on the right side, close to the information office.

c) We would catch the ninth O'clock train to Tanta. Where we find the
11.,oking office? There on the right beside the reception office.

d) We will take the train of nine O'clock to Tanta Where is the tickets
office? It is here, in the right side, beside the reception office.

0 0



IP . .1.. , ? t 4 , . . : - - ,, -. , - . . Met I I I i A I a Ss I . 7. :0 . . . ,

zi.34isit Lnuall

a) In the department of the languages, you may find books are written with
English languages, France, Spain and Japanese language.

b) In language section, we can find in English, French, Spanish, and Japan
books.

c) In the language section, you will find books in English, French, Spanish,
Japanese, etc....

d) In language department you will find much books with English, French,
Espain and Japan language, etc

..111 ) C GI 31:1$ L kJ 4.1 _A' Lsi L tr:q kr_u jij
a) I have enough vegetables. I would like to have three kilos ororanges.
b) 1 had have a lot of vegetables. I want to buy three kilo of oranges.
c) I got lot of vegetables. I w ant to buy three kilos from oranges.
d) I took sufficient vegetables. I want to buy three kilos from oran-2.es.

,1_4311 j L., j 4_2; (32., . L:)V. `,

,54,)411

a) Its five O'clock. Now we should drink tea. Everything is prepare41 Tea,
milk, biskuits, butter and jam.

b) Five O'clock, it is the time of tea. eryEv-thing is ready tea,. milk, hiskuits,
better and jam.

e) Now.. he clock is five, so we should chink the lea. Everything is
prepared, tea, milk, biscuit and jam.

d) It is five O'clock now. It is time for tea. Everything i ready. Tea, milk,
biscuits, butter and jam.

.Lsirn5 c: j jai,rJill .10

a) I can't sleep well. The sleep has gone when I heard to your problems
which haven't an end.

b) I didn't enjoy sleeping. The sleep is gone away while I listen to your
troubles which don't over.

c) I couldn't sleep very well. Sleeping has gone away while I was hearing to
your problems which do not finish.

d) I couldn't sleep well. I lost sleep listening to all of your endless troubles.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

DiC:3" aij 4.1122 J., ( _.9_;,1 0;21)..4/1 ysl .?11 1r

Cold is the most commonest disease in the winter. Sometimes it has

strong and serious effects.
The cold is the most common of all diseases in \\inter. It may have

serious symptoms.
The cold is the most famous diseases in winter, and it sometimes have
some strong effects.
Cold is the most commonly illness in winter. It has sometimes some
dangerous symptoms.

311._;,;

a) Excuse me, would you prepare this good description please. With
pleasure. Will it take a long time? No.

b) Would you please prepare this medical receipte? With pleasure. Would it
take a very long time? No.

c) Would you make this prescription up for me, please? With pleasure. Will
it take long? No.

d) Plea!,e, would. you make this medical description for me? With pleasure.
Do you take a very long time? No.

1f

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)

d)

a9).1.1.1 (3,5:111 431 Lo o

.1-61-.11115

What about hunting, shooting, and horse-riding? Good, but only for those
who can afford it.
What's your opinions on hunting, throwing and riding horses? it is great
but only for whom who could pay its costs.
What about hunting, shooting and horse-riding. It is good but only for
who afford its costs.
What's you opinion on fishing, throwing and horse-riding? Good but only
to whom who can afford them.

;k41..3.) vl J 4 t+N (5 3jici cji Lui 17

I don't wish to loose the football match today as it's finally and
internationally.
I don't want to lose today's match in football because its a final
international match.
I don't want to miss today's football match because it is an international
final match.
I don't wish to mess today's football match because it is international and
final one.
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3-4 s jj s.41_3 , LA31.3 Lea 161.,i LA t.÷3.314 )v

a) Have you made a driving license? Of course, I always carry it. Driving is
the most necessary thing for our modern age today.

b) Do you have your driving-license with you? Of course. I always carry it
with me. Driving is one of the necessary things of the modern age.

c) Do you have a driving license? Yes, Of Course, I bring with me for all
times. Driving is one of the necessary thing of the modern age.

d) Do you have a driving license? Surely, I always carry it. Nowadays
driving is regarded as one of the modern age essentials.

3i t314..1 j,dc, cji 1 A
a) What would you do in the holidays? Sometimes wondering or catching

fish or making tours.
b) What do you like to do during your vacations? Sometimes I wander, fish

or go on excursions.
c) What do you like in your vacations? Sometimes walking, hunting fish or

making excursions.
d) What's you like to do during the weekend? Sometimes I walk, hunt or

make journeys.

U°.)-1-11 14? Ls-1.2. ""4-.0-149-CV i ":"9.4.3s31" --)
:Lat.41..,11 q.;;-11 J.3.) csi

a) What do you like comic or tragic novels? Generally I like comic ones.
Actually the show began at half past seven.

b) Do you like comedy or tragedy novels? I like comic novels. In seven past
half, the comedy begin at the movies?

c) What do you like the comedy stories or tragedy stories? I generally like
comics. In half past seven the movies will begin.

d) Do you like the comedies or tragedies? 1 like the comedies, in general.
When does the show begin at the movies? Usually at seven-thirty.

.1,14 L A, .L3:314 J.!(

tAg
a) The radio and the TV. help a great deal to mold our children's minds.

From this angle, the radio and the TV. are looked upon as a blessing.
b) The radio and TV. helped much in building our children's minds. From

this side, radio and TV. are regarded as if they were blessing.
c) The radio and TV. helps the shaping of our son's minds. From this angle.

it is looked at the radio and TV. as they are a blessings
d) The radio and the TV. help to mold the minds ofour children's a lot.

From this side, it has been looked at them as a blessing.
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"1 43) A1-;.11 o.ia.v ;LA )6 "11 l:-.1a)3111

tC,Uii (3k-L-0.3 U1S511 DI jar.. j Arai c1s 4

a) Index cards are very helpful, it gives us a lot of information about every
book like the author name the address of the book, the place and date of
publishing.

b) Ordered cards are very useful, it gives a great deal of information about
the name of and address of author's book, the place and year of
publi cation.

c) Index cards are very helpful. They give a great deal of information about
each book such as the author's name, title, place and year of publication.

d) Numbered cards are very useful. It gave us a big amount of information
about every book like the authors name, book address and the place and
publication date.

(5ic- J3'^-'11 -11`14:1.9 1-13-113 Akij

LAS

a) He is Tanta University graduated. He prepared to English. He gained Master
of Arts degree in English. In addition, he is talking five living languages.

b) He's from the university of Tanta and prepare himself to get the Majestier
Degree of English language. Also, he spoke five living languages.

c) He is a graduate of Tanta university and is now preparing for the Master's
Degree in English. In addition, he speaks five living languages.

d) He's graduated from the university of Tanta and now he is prepared to gain
the M.A. Degree in English Language. Moreover, he could speak five living
languages.

..3)431 &A '0.1.1:3 ..)/LA5 Lceri .14 k.,11.A. Tri..111 c):41-.11 r
a) What about the weather today? it is so unstable. It rains heavily. I'm so cold.
b) How is the weather today? It is very changeable. It's raining heavily. I am

shivering with cold.
c) What's about the climate today? The atmosphere is very bad. It's rain heavily.

I'm very cold.
d) How about the weather today? The weather isn't good at all. It's been raining

heavily. I am checking with cold.
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a) Could I use your phone? With pleasure. Do you want a local telephone? No.

It's a large distance call. The line is busy.
b) May I use your telephone please? With pleasure. Do you want an inside

phone or an outside one? Line is occupied.
c) Please, can I use your phone? With pleasure. Do you want internal or

external appeal? Line is busy.
d) May I use your phone, please? With pleasure. Do you want to make a local

call? No, a long distance call. The line is busy.

Jig G
L,6_4 -4:0 S2445 (JP csit. o

; Ls-1cl Lsic. c-1-43

a) All nations must respect the principals of the United Nation and do
according to it. They should also cooperate for building a new society
with high level of living.

b) All nations should respect the United Nation's principle and do with it
and cooperate to building a society with the highest possible standard of
living.

c) All nations should respect and practice the principles of the United
Nations chark. cter. They should also cooperate to build a new society that
might enjoy the highest possible living standard

d) All nations must respect the principals of the United Nations. They
should do with it and also cooperate to build a society with a high
standard of living.
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